Prosodic and segmental cues to the perception of grammatical number in two Limburgian dialects of Dutch
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Abstract

This paper investigates the perception of grammatical number in two Limburgian dialects of Dutch, Roermond and Weert, as a function of focus and intonational context. In these dialects, number can be marked segmentally or prosodically. The Roermond dialect, but not the Weert dialect, appears to neutralize the prosodic distinction outside the focus constituent in IP-internal syllables. We explain this difference between the dialects on the basis of the specific prosodic marking used, duration in the Weert dialect and F₀ in the Roermond dialect.

1. Introduction

Limburgian dialects spoken in the south-east of the Netherlands and the north-east of Belgium signal grammatical number segmentally (by means of schwa-suffixation or vowel change) or prosodically (by means of lexical tone or vowel quantity). In all the dialects that have them, prosodically marked number distinctions are restricted to subsets of monosyllabic nouns, of which there are typically between 10 and 20. The details of the prosodic marking vary considerably across the dialects. [2], [4] and [7] suggest that the more easterly dialects operate on a lexical tone distinction, whereas the more westerly dialects use vowel duration differences as a means of prosodic marking.

While in many tonal dialects, the tone contrast between what has recently been referred to as Accent 1 (“push tone”) and Accent 2 (“dragging tone”) is enhanced by means of duration, such that Accent 2 is longer, a production study of Roermond Dutch suggests that this dialect realizes the number distinction purely by means of a lexical tone contrast [2]. The details of the F₀ contours that realize the tone contrast vary with the intonation contour (declarative vs. interrogative intonation), the focus condition (+ vs – focus) and the position of the target word in the intonational phrase (final vs. non-final). Figure 1 presents stylized declarative contours for Accent 1 and Accent 2 in three prosodic conditions. In a fourth condition, nonfocus nonfinal, the contrast between Accent 1 and Accent 2 was claimed to be neutralized by [2].

![Table 1. Tone contrast in monosyllables, with declarative intonation. Solid lines: Accent 1, interrupted lines: Accent 2. The vertical line in the middle column indicates the end of the accented syllable.](image)

By contrast, recent research on the dialect of Weert has indicated that the main correlate of the singular/plural distinction is vowel duration [4],[7]. Although the vowel duration difference has been claimed to be accompanied by an alignment difference of a rising-falling pitch configuration [8], it would appear to be the vowel duration difference which is phonologically relevant. As a result, the prosodic marking system employed for the number distinction in Roermond is more complex than that in Weert: while Weert has a binary quantity opposition between long and short vowels, Roermond Dutch has a tone opposition whose details vary across intonational and positional contexts and moreover is subject to contextual neutralization. Native speakers of each of the two dialects, which are spoken in locations some 15 km apart, may well think that the way in which they express the number distinction in ‘prosodically’ marked nouns is quite comparable across the dialects in the area, but we thought that the difference between the tonal encoding in Roermond and the quantity encoding in Weert is likely to have significant consequences for the discriminability of the contrast across intonational conditions. Thus, while the discriminability of a quantity contrast may be expected to be largely independent of intonational context and position in the sentence, that of a tonal contrast is likely to vary from one intonational context to the next. Indeed, the discriminability of a quantity contrast is likely to approach that of a segmental contrast, which should not be expected to vary across contexts either.

The purpose of this paper is two-fold. First, it aims to investigate the perception of the number distinction as a function of the general phonological means by which it is encoded. We expected that the distinction would be better perceived when it is marked by segmental means (vowel change or schwa-suffixation) than by prosodic means (lexical tone or vowel duration) since the segmental opposition is phonetically more robust. Second, it seeks more specifically to establish whether perception of the number distinction depends on whether it is signalled by F₀ (Roermond) or by vowel duration (Weert). Here we expected that listeners of Weert Dutch would perceive the number contrast in all prosodic contexts, including the nonfocused, nonfinal ones. By contrast, in the case of the Roermond dialect we expected the contrast to be neutralized in these contexts. Also, it may be the case that the tonal contrast is inherently less effective, in which case we should obtain lower recognition scores in the ‘best’ intonational context for the tonal contrast than for the quantity contrast in the same context.

2. Method

We put the above hypotheses to the test in a perception experiment in which native speakers of the two dialects were
required to label instances of naturally produced target words as either singular or plural.

2.1. Stimuli

The stimuli were based on the singular and plural forms of nine nouns in each dialect. Six nouns distinguished their singular and plural forms purely on the basis of a prosodic (i.e., tonal and/or durational) contrast, while the other three displayed segmental differences. One of these formed the plural by means of umlaut (\textit{man} – \textit{men} ‘man’) and two by the suffixation of a plural ending [s]). The singulars and plurals of each noun were used in five different sentences corresponding to five different prosodic contexts:

1. focus, final
2. focus nonfinal
3. nonfocus, final
4. nonfocus, nonfinal before the focus
5. nonfocus, nonfinal after the focus

Both the Roermond and the Weert dialect have gender, and premodifying elements may reveal the singular or plural status of the noun stem through their inflections. Care was taken to choose sentences that did not so reveal the number of the noun in question, which implied that the target words had to be embedded in metalinguistic carrier sentences such as I heard "Rabbit(S)". A complete list of all carrier sentences and target words in given in the appendix.

The sentences were presented to native speakers of each dialect who were required to read them as naturally as possible: each sentence was read four times (in four blocks that were recorded with time intervals of some 5 to 10 minutes). For the Roermond dialect there were 3 female and 3 male native speakers, while the sentences for the Weert dialect were read by 3 female and 2 male native speakers. They were identified by an expert native speaker as authentic speakers of the dialect concerned. During the recording sessions this expert native speaker was present to assist in identifying incorrect deliveries: these were read again at the end of the recording session. The sentences were recorded on a DAT-recorder with a sampling rate of 44.1 kHz.

From the resulting sentences, 360 utterances (4 speakers, 9 words, 5 contexts) were chosen on the basis of two principles: first, the best 2 male and 2 female speakers for each dialect were selected and secondly, the most fluent and representative version of each sentence was chosen. The sound level of all utterances was normalized in order to avoid major volume differences on the experimental tape. From these 360 sentence stimuli (SS), another set of 360 stimuli were derived by excising the target words from the sentences with the help of the waveform editor embedded in the PRAAT speech analysis package. Cuts were made on the basis of auditory information and visual cues in a wide band spectrogram with a time-aligned waveform. Care was taken to let segment boundaries coincide with zero-crossings in order to avoid undesirable clicks. The stimuli that were thus obtained will be referred to as the word stimuli (WS), while the original sentences will be referred to as the Sentence Stimuli (SS).

The stimuli were grouped into four different presentation blocks. Block 1 contained the 360 SS in a random order and block 2 had all the WS in the mirrored order, such that every SS with a singular form corresponded to a WS with the plural form, and vice versa. Block 3 contained all the SS in the same singular/plural sequences as in block 2 and block 4 all the WS in the same order as in block 1. This counterbalancing of the stimuli was done to compensate for possible effects of stimulus presentation order.

The experimental tapes were prepared electronically in such a way that the stimuli were separated by 5,000 ms of silence, enabling judges to record their judgements. There were no numerical indications of the stimuli, but after each set of 10 stimuli judges heard a short orientation signal.

2.2. Judges and procedure

In Roermond, 19 judges participated in the perception experiment: 8 judges listened to blocks 1 and 2, while 11 judges listened to blocks 3 and 4. The average age of the judges was 17.2 years. In Weert, 23 judges took part, of whom 11 listened to blocks 1 and 2 and 12 listened to blocks 3 and 4. Their average age was 17.6 years. We randomly selected 19 of these 23 listeners in order to obtain a fair comparison with the Roermond group. All judges considered themselves to be authentic speakers of the respective dialects and they reported to speak dialect in most of their daily social encounters.

The judges were told that they were going to take part in a listening test on the perception of grammatical number in their dialect. They were seated in a quiet room and were given a score sheet on which they could record their judgement each stimulus in terms of the categories ‘singular’ and ‘plural’. For every stimulus, the singular of the target word was printed on the scoring sheet in a slightly modified version of Standard Dutch orthography, after which there appeared two boxes marked ‘singular’ and ‘plural’, respectively. Before the experimental stimuli were presented, judges heard 10 practice items in order to get accustomed to the task and to have the listening volume adjusted to a comfortable level. After being presented with these trial stimuli, the tape was stopped and judges were given an opportunity to ask questions. Subsequently, judges listened to all the sentence-stimuli without interruption. Before embarking on the word-stimuli, there was a 10-minute break. Effective listening time was 50 minutes. After the experiment, none of the judges reported any difficulties.

3. Results

Analysis of variance (repeated measures) was carried out on the data pooled over the five prosodically marked words. One word had to be removed, as shown in the Appendix. There were three fixed within-subject factors: NUMBER (2 levels), CONTEXT (5 levels) and SPEAKER (4 levels). Where relevant, the Huynh-Feldt corrected p-values are reported; the significance level was set at 1%. The index for effect size is partial $\eta^2$ (ranging from 0 to 1). In table 2, we give the significant main effects and the associated effect sizes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Sign.</th>
<th>$\eta^2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>45.671</td>
<td>4;  error: 72</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.717</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>17.727</td>
<td>3; error:54</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.496</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
An ANOVA was performed on the segmentally distinguished minimal pairs, which served as a baseline for number recognition under phonologically favourable circumstances. Two significant effects were found: NUMBER, with F(1,18)=9.000, p=.008 and η²=.333, and CONTEXT, with F(4,72)=3.840, p=.01 and η²=.176. These values show that the effect of number and context is rather weak in comparison to the SPEAKER and CONTEXT effects shown in Table 2. In Weert, the recognition scores are lower than in Roermond (94.5% against 98.6%) and moreover, the effects are different from the Roermond ones. However, since in each dialect the recognition scores are much higher than those for the tonal and durational contrasts, we will not discuss the effects in the segmental data any further, and will rather concentrate on the prosodically marked singular and plural forms.

Fig. 1 to 3 show recognition scores as a function of prosodic context, first for the prosodically marked forms (Fig. 1 and 2), and then for the segmentally marked forms (Fig. 3). The contexts are abbreviated as follows: c1 = focus/nonfinal, c2 = focus/nonfinal, c3 = nonfocus/final, c4 = focus/nonfinal (prenuclear), c5 = nonfocus/nonfinal (postnuclear).

### Table 2: Significant effects on recognition scores for Roermond (upper rows) and Weert (lower row).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Effect</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>p</th>
<th>η²</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N*C</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N*S</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C*S</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T<em>C</em>S</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1: Recognition scores of singular and plural forms, for four speakers, in Roermond Dutch (prosodic cues), for Sentence Stimuli (upper panel) and Word Stimuli (lower panel), separately.

Fig. 2: Recognition scores of singular and plural forms, for four speakers, in Weert Dutch (prosodic cues), for Sentence Stimuli (upper panel) and Word Stimuli (lower panel), separately.

Fig. 3: Recognition of singular and plural as a function of prosodic context, pooled over four speakers, in Weert Dutch. The data for Roermond are very similar to these, except that all scores are above 96%.
4. Discussion and Conclusion

In our experiments on the recognition of singular and plural forms in the dialects of Roermond and Weert, we obtained the following results:

1. Recognition scores of singulars and plurals of nouns with segmentally marked number, either by means of umlaut or by means of a schwa-suffix, are higher than those of nouns with prosodically marked number.
2. Singular forms of nouns with prosodically marked number are better recognized than plural forms.
3. In Roermond Dutch, but not in Weert Dutch, the number distinction appears to be obliterated outside the focus constituent in IP-internal syllables.

It is not surprising that segmentally marked number is better recognized than prosodically marked number, in view of the greater salience of vowel quality differences and additional syllables than of tonal and durational differences. What is surprising is that recognition rates of prosodically marked number is so high. It is generally believed that the Limburgian tone contrast is very subtle and difficult to hear, but our results show that this is not the case for native speakers. The fact that singular forms are better recognized than plural forms must be due to the unmarked nature of the singular. As a result, judges are biased towards singulars.

The fact that the prosodic number distinction is not perceived in IP-internal syllables outside the focus constituent in Roermond Dutch confirms results for productive data [2]. What is new, however, is that this neutralization occurs before the focus as well as after it.

Our results demonstrate the importance of studying lexical tone contrasts in the wider context of sentence prosody and information structure.
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7. Appendix: stimuli

Sentence and Word stimuli are highly similar in Weert and Roermond Dutch. We here give the five carrier sentences for the word *kniën* (‘rabbits’) plus all the target words as they appear in the dialect of Roermond. The word *pin*, which we had included as a prosodically marked noun, had to be excluded, as our Roermond subjects appeared to be unfamiliar with the plural form in question, for which they would rather use a suffixed form.

1. +focus, +final: *Wat höb’s-geheurd?* Ich höb “KNIEN”.

   What did you hear? I heard ‘RABBIT(S)’.

2. +focus, -final: *Eers ZAG hae “kniën”, toen SJREEFDE hae “kniën”.*

   First he SAID ‘rabbit’, then he WROTE ‘rabbit(s)’.

3. -focus, +final: *Heur allein WILSKE “kniën” good?* Nae, ich höb “kniën” GEZONGE.

   Did you SAY ‘rabbits’? No, I SANG ‘rabbits’.

4. -focus, -final pre-nuclear: *Höbs-ze “kniën” GEZAG?* Nae, ich höb “kniën” GEZONGE.

   Does only WILSKE hear ‘rabbit(s)’ well? No, also MIEKE hears ‘rabbit(s)’ well.

5. -focus, -final, post-nuclear: *Eers ZAG hae “kniën”, toen SJREEFDE hae “kniën”.*

   First he SAID ‘rabbit’, then he WROTE ‘rabbit(s)’.

6. -focus, -final, post-nuclear: *Heur allein WILSKE “kniën” good?* Nae, auch MIEKE heur “kniën” good.

   Does only WILSKE hear ‘rabbit(s)’ well? No, also MIEKE hears ‘rabbit(s)’ well.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>bein (‘leg(s)’)</th>
<th>knien (‘rabbit(s)’)</th>
<th>man/men (‘man?men’)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>derm (‘intestine(s)’)</td>
<td>pin (‘wooden nail(s)’)</td>
<td>teen/tene (‘toe(s)’)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>erm (‘arm(s)’)</td>
<td>sjein (‘stone(s)’)</td>
<td>kleur/kleure (‘colour(s)’)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>